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ABSTRACT Neuromagnetic fields were recorded from human subjects as they listened selectively to sequences of rapidly presented tones in one ear while ignoring tones of a different pitch in the opposite ear. Tones in the attended ear evoked larger magnetic brain responses than did unattended tones in the latency ranges 20–50 msec and 80–130 msec poststimulus. Source localization techniques in conjunction with magnetic resonance imaging placed the neural generators of these early attention-sensitive brain responses in auditory cortex on the supratemporal plane. These data demonstrate that focused auditory attention in humans can selectively modulate sensory processing in auditory cortex beginning as early as 20 msec poststimulus, thereby providing strong evidence for an “early selection” mechanism of auditory attention that can regulate auditory input at or before the initial stages of cortical analysis.

Selective attention improves the perception of high-priority stimuli in the environment at the expense of other, less relevant, stimuli. In the auditory modality, for example, a person can attend selectively to a particular speaker’s voice while tuning out other, simultaneous, conversations (the so-called “cocktail party” phenomenon). Despite extensive research (1–3), many gaps remain in our understanding of the neural and psychological mechanisms that underlie auditory selective attention.

The neural mechanisms of selective attention can be investigated noninvasively in humans by recording the brain’s event-related electrical potentials (ERPs) and/or event-related magnetic fields (ERFs). ERPs and ERFs are extracted from the scalp-recorded electroencephalogram (EEG) or its magnetic counterpart, the magnetoeencephalogram (MEG), by computer averaging the time-locked brain activity elicited by repeated stimulus occurrences. The resultant ERP and ERF waveforms reflect with high temporal resolution the patterns of neuronal activity that are evoked by a stimulus.

By analyzing changes in the ERPs and ERFs as a function of the direction of attention, inferences can be made about the timing, level of processing, and anatomical location of stimulus selection processes in the brain.

Previous studies have recorded ERPs in an experimental analog of the cocktail party situation, with sequences of tone randomly presented to the left and right ears while subjects selectively attended to the tones in one ear and ignored tones in the opposite ear (4–7). Under conditions of high auditory sensory load, attended-ear tones were found to elicit an enlarged negative ERP wave that peaked at around 100 msec poststimulus and overlapped closely in time the major sensory-evoked negative wave, N100. An earlier positive wave in the interval 20–50 msec (the P20–50) was also found to be enlarged with attention (7).

These ERP results support the view that the flow of auditory sensory information can be altered by attention at a relatively early stage of processing. They do not specify, however, the brain structures in which this stimulus selection takes place. One approach to address this question is to study neuromagnetic recordings (ERFs), which offer an advantage over ERPs for localization of the anatomical sources of evoked brain activity in cortical sulci (e.g., auditory cortex on the supratemporal plane). This advantage is due to ERF recordings being selectively sensitive to activity from such sources and due to magnetic fields being less distorted by the skull (8, 9).

Several studies have applied source localization techniques to ERF recordings and concluded that at least part of the enhanced activity elicited by attended sounds in the N100 latency range arises from the vicinity of auditory cortex (10, 11). However, the precise anatomical source(s) of this attention effect have yet to be verified by superposition of calculated source coordinates onto magnetic resonance (MR) images of the subjects’ brains. Even less information is available regarding the neural generator(s) of the P20–50 ERP attention effect, as no magnetic counterpart of this very early ERF modulation has yet been reported.

In the current study, neuromagnetic and MR imaging techniques were combined to localize the neuroanatomical origins of the early effects of attention on tone-evoked brain activity. The results provide evidence that focused auditory attention exerts selective control over early sensory processing in the auditory cortical areas on the supratemporal plane beginning at 20 msec poststimulus.

METHODS

Selective auditory attention was studied using the same fast-rate dichotic listening paradigm that we have used previously in ERP studies (6, 7), with the ERP recordings now complemented by recordings of neuromagnetic fields (ERFs)
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from over the left hemisphere using a 37-channel magnetometer. Seven normal volunteer subjects (ages 22-36) were studied in a magnetically shielded chamber. Tone sequences were delivered through a sound-tube system and consisted of 1000-Hz tone pips to the left ear and 3150-Hz tone pips to the right ear, all 14-msec duration with 5-msec rise and fall times. The left- and right-ear tones were presented in random order with interstimulus intervals ranging randomly between 125 and 325 msec. The subjects' task was to listen selectively to the tones in one ear and detect occasional (9% per ear), difficult-to-detect, "target" tones that were 12 decibels (dB) fainter than the 55-dBSL (sensation level) "standard" tones in that ear. All tones in the other ear were to be ignored. Ten runs each of attend-left and attend-right conditions, each 2 min long, were presented in counterbalanced order. Only responses evoked by the right-ear standard tones (i.e., contralateral to the recording sites) are presented in this report.

The recording probe apparatus (Biomagnetic Technologies, San Diego) contained 37 magnetic sensors that utilized superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs). This sensor array, spanning a circular area of 125-mm diameter, was placed over the scalp overlying the left auditory cortex. A transceiver-based system was used to localize the position of the magnetic sensor array relative to the head and to construct a spatial reference frame for the MEG measurements with respect to a set of fiducial skull landmarks. Three channels of EEG were also recorded over the left hemisphere from the International 10-20 System sites Cz, C3, and T3, referred to the left earlobe. The recording bandpass was 0.1-200 Hz for the MEG and 0.05-250 Hz for the EEG. For each subject, averaged ERP and ERP waveforms were obtained separately for the attended and unattended standards and targets. Trials with artifacts (e.g., eye blinks) were rejected from the averages. One magnetic sensor with highly elevated noise levels was excluded from analysis.

To quantify the effects of attention on the M100, mean amplitudes were measured separately for attended and unattended ERP waveforms for each subject across a latency window (80-130 msec) centered over the grand-average M100 peak. These measured values were then entered into an analysis of variance (ANOVA). To quantify activity in the earlier middle-latency range, statistical analyses were also performed on the magnetic M50 wave. The analyses on this wave, which in this experiment began at about 20 msec and lasted until 55 msec, were analogous to those for the M100, but with the measurement window set at 28-46 msec.

Topographic maps of the ERP distributions were calculated for the M50 and M100 peaks under the different attention conditions, both for the individual subjects' ERPs and for the ERPs grand-averaged over all the subjects. For each of these surface field distributions, a best-fitting equivalent current dipole (ECD) was calculated in the MEG reference frame (i.e., with respect to the fiducial skull landmarks), using an algorithm based on least-squares approxi-

---

**Fig. 1.** (A) Grand-average waveforms (i.e., averaged across all seven subjects) of the event-related magnetic activity elicited by right-ear standard tones when they were attended versus when they were unattended, displayed at approximate locations of the magnetic sensors over the left hemisphere. At the upper right are the simultaneously recorded ERPs from the C3 site. Positive (upward) values for the magnetic activity indicate that the fields are directed out of the head, and negative values indicate inward-directed fields (calibration bars = ±10 fT). ERP scalp negativity is plotted upward (calibration bars = ±10 microvolts [μV]). Large arrows mark the polarity-inverting M100 at sites 29 and 33; small arrows denote the polarity-inverting M50. (B) Grand-average attentional difference waveforms (attended minus unattended ERPs) derived from the data in A for four sites (denoted with asterisks in A) in the anterior-to-posterior line across the array. Large and small arrows mark the polarity-inverting attention effects for M100 and M50, respectively.
Fig. 2. Topographic plots (isocontour lines) showing magnetic field distributions for the M100 and the M50 (each individually scaled to emphasize distribution rather than absolute magnitude). (A) Field distributions at the peak of the M100 from a single subject for the attended response, the unattended response, and the attentional-difference wave (i.e., the subtracted difference between the attended and unattended responses). Note the dipolar field distribution, with a maximum (shaded dark) where the magnetic field lines are directed out of the head and a minimum (shaded light) where the magnetic field lines are directed into the head. The arrow indicates the direction of the single ECD source that would produce a set of fields that would best fit this distribution. Isocontour scales (differences between adjacent isocontour lines) are 12.4, 8.5, and 3.9 fT for the attended, unattended, and attentional-difference waves, respectively. (B) Corresponding field distributions for the M100 from the grand-averaged waveforms. Isocontour scales are 6.4, 3.7, and 2.9 fT for the attended, unattended, and attentional-difference waves, respectively. (C) Same as B for the M50. Isocontour scales are 4.8, 3.8, and 1.1 fT for the attended, unattended, and attentional-difference waves, respectively.

mation (19).** MR images were obtained for four of the subjects, and, using the skull landmarks, the neuromagnetic reference frames for these subjects were co-registered with their MR reference frames. This allowed these subjects' ECD localization coordinates to be transposed onto their MR images.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A key feature of the paradigm used in this study is that it allows a comparison between the evoked responses to the same physical stimuli (e.g., right-ear standard tones) under different selective attention conditions (attend right ear versus attend left ear). Thus, any ERP or ERF differences found can be attributed to the internal focusing of attention either toward or away from those stimuli.

Fig. 1A shows the ERF and ERP waveforms for right-ear standard tones when they were attended versus unattended, grand-averaged across the seven subjects. As in previous studies (6, 7), attended-ear tones elicited an enhanced ERP negativity that closely overlapped the sensory-evoked N100 wave. A corresponding effect can also be seen on the magnetic counterpart to the N100, known as the M100 (e.g., see posterior channel 25). Moreover, both the M100 and its enhancement with attention exhibited a clear dipolar distribution—that is, the stimulus-evoked magnetic fields at 100 msec are directed out of the head posteriorly (e.g., channel 25, thick arrow) and into the head anteriorly (e.g., channel 33, thick arrow), with both of these extrema increasing in magnitude with attention.

The effect of attention on the amplitude of the M100 was reflected statistically in a significant ANOVA interaction of attention X site (P < 0.008, after applying the Huynh–Feldt correction for non-sphericity). This interaction was due to the M100 measures for the attended waveforms yielding larger positive values at posterior sites and larger negative values at anterior sites than for the corresponding unattended waveforms. In addition, specific comparisons at the extremum sites showed significantly larger magnitudes for the attended waveforms (P < 0.006–0.05).

The P20–50 ERP attention effect also was found to have a dipolar magnetic counterpart that we have termed the "M20–50" (Fig. 1A, channels 33 and 25, thin arrows). The M20–50 was evident as an augmentation of the magnetic M50 wave with attention. This effect was reflected statistically in a
significant attention X site interaction in the M50 analysis ($P < 0.04$, after applying the Huynh–Feldt correction), which resulted from the ERF amplitude measures for the attended waveforms having larger positive values anteriorly and larger negative values posteriorly than for the unattended waveforms. Specific comparisons at the extremum sites also showed significantly larger magnitudes for the attended waveform M50s ($P < 0.025–0.05$).

The attention effects are highlighted in the "attentional-difference waves" formed by subtracting the unattended response waveform from its attended counterpart at each recording site. Fig. 1B shows these difference waves for four sites along an anterior-to-posterior line across the recording array through the M50 and M100 extrema. It can be seen that both the M20–50 attention effect (peaking at about 40 msec) and the M100-latency attention effect (peaking at 100 msec) invert at anterior sites relative to posterior sites in a manner similar to the M50 and M100 components themselves.

Topographic plots of the evoked magnetic field distributions at the peak of the M100 are shown in Fig. 2A for one of the subjects. Displayed are the ERF distributions of the M100 to attended tones, the M100 to unattended tones, and the attended-minus-unattended M100 attention effect. Each of these contour plots shows a highly dipolar distribution, with a single posterior maximum and single anterior minimum. This suggests that the activity in each case can be well modeled as arising predominantly from a focal dipolar source located a few centimeters deep (i.e., in the region of auditory cortex) and oriented parallel to the displayed arrow (i.e., perpendicular to the Sylvian fissure). The high degree of similarity among these three distributions suggests that their sources have similar locations and orientations.

For each subject, the best-fitting ECD was calculated in the MEG reference frame for each of these M100-latency surface field distributions. For most of the subjects, the observed field distributions for the M100 and for the M100-latency attention effect were each well accounted for by single ECDs, with correlations between the dipole model fields and the recorded fields ranging from 0.90 to 0.99. MR images were obtained for the four subjects with the best-fitting ECDs and
these subjects' ECD coordinates were transposed onto their MR images.

Fig. 3A shows a coronal and a sagittal MR section from one of these subjects and indicates the estimated locations and angles of the ECD sources for the attended M100, unattended M100, and M100-lateness attention effect. These estimated source locations are indeed within millimeters of each other in Heschl's gyrus. In addition, the estimated direction of current flow in each case is oriented approximately perpendicularly to the underlying supratemporal plane, localizing just lateral to Heschl's gyrus. In addition, the estimated direction of current flow in each case is oriented approximately perpendicularly to the underlying supratemporal plane, localizing just lateral to Heschl's gyrus. This result, coupled with the finding that the sources of these attention effects were co-localized with the sources of the corresponding sensory-evoked components, strongly suggests the existence of a mechanism of sensory gain control within the auditory input channels at or before the initial stages of cortical processing. Thus, these results not only add strong support for psychological theories of attention that posit an early, pre-perceptual selection of stimulus input, they also provide specific information concerning some of the neuroanatomical structures and physiological mechanisms by which such selection is accomplished.
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